
HURLEY 1XI v Amersham Hill – 7th May 2016 
 

HURLEY 
N Akhtar c Richardson-Hill b Bugden 50 

D Simoes c Collins b Netarajan 4 

I Arshad b Richardson-Hill 23 

V Sharma c Collins b MacKenzie 26 

R Brown Retired then Not Out 22 

P Ridgeway b Richardson-Hill 34 

E Hussain c Etheridge b MacKenzie 4 

J Graham c Wood b Evans 16 

H Graham b Richardson-Hill 0 

J Dawson b Netarajan 1 

M Basharat Not Out 5 

 Extras 19 

 Total 204-9 

 

J RichardsonH 15-2-50-3 J Oldfield 4-1-13-0 

V Natarajan 12-4-37-2 G MacKenzie 10-1-54-2 

S Bugden 5-2-18-1 J Evans  6-0-21-1 

 

Amersham Hill 
G MacKenzie Not Out 67 

J Oldfield c H Graham b Basharat 46 

C Etheridge b Ridgeway 5 

N Collerson c Ridgeway b Akhtar 12 

J Richardson-H Not Out 55 

 Extras 19 

 Total 205-3 

 

N Akhtar 10-1-49-1 P Ridgeway 12-1-31-1 

I Arshad 4-0-27-0 E Hussain 4-0-24-0 

M Basharat 8-1-39-1 H Graham 1.5-0-16-0 

    J Graham 1-0-4-0 

 

Hurley were again battered like a Scottish take-away falling by 7 wickets at home to 

Amersham Hill. Despite the club only having one fixture today, skipper Naeem Akhtar was still 

left struggling to field a full side and needed two colts, Joe and Henry Graham to step up 

and fill some gaps. Akhtar’s problems continued as Scott Taylor fell out Friday evening to a 

dodgy cheesy chicken and then batting beautifully, Ross Brown had a reoccurrence of his 

left knee popping out. 

 

 On a beautiful afternoon, then Hurley ground looked stunning. Akhtar won the toss and took 

the bold decision to bat despite reduced resources. Akhtar (50) and Dave Simoes (4) 

opened with circumspect but lost Simoes with the score on 15 just as he had clipped 

Netarajan (2-37) for a signature four off his legs. Imran Arshad (23) impressed with some 

powerful driving as 47 was added for the second wicket. Varan Sharma (26) continued in 

similar vein while Akhtar crashed two booming sixes. The third wicket added 50 in 9 overs as 

Hurley looked to push on. But 3 wickets and the retirement of Brown in 9 overs pegged back 

the home side as the spin of MacKenzie (2-54) showed that pace off the ball was the way 

forward. Phil Ridgeway (34) batted with fluidity driving with authority. His 47 run partnership 

with the 16 year old Joe Graham (16) was a highlight and the Champaign moment had to 

be Graham swatting a fast beamer off his nose for two. Ridgeway was bowled with Hurley on 

187-6. Brown bravely limped back into the fray to steer the home side past 200 and even 



managed to hop faster for a single than Mo Basharat (5not) managed to get to the other 

end. Hurley closed on 204-9 and headed for a sumptuous tea. 

 

It was soon evident that 200 may not have been sufficient as MacKenzie (67) and particularly 

Jim Oldfield (46) eased to 68 in 14 overs before Oldfield played too early to Basharat (1-39) 

and drove to cover where 14 year old Henry Graham pouched the catch with confidence. 

Ridgeway (1-31) bowled Etheridge and Akhtar switched to spin to save Basharat’s blushes 

after Mo had juggled a catch at slip before flooring the chance. Ridgeway took the 

impressive slip catch next over as the match teetered in the balance with the visitors 107-3. 

But with the ball coming on nicely and the outfield like lightning, MacKenzie ticked on and 

Richardson-Hill (55not) hit out careering the visitors to a comfortable victory as these two 

added 98 in 15 overs. Basharat flapped at a late chance off the bowling of Henry Graham 

late on which would have squeezed and extra point for the home side, but Hurley slumped 

to a second successive defeat with 8 points from two matches. It’s going to be a long hard 

season.  


